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MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS FOR
A SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION

MANUEL A. DEL PINO AND PATRICIO L. FELMER

Abstract. Let Cl be a bounded, smooth domain in R*, N > 1 . We con-

sider the problem of finding nontrivial solutions to the elliptic boundary value

problem

Au + Au = h(x)\u\p-1 u   in £2,

u = o on an,

where h > 0 , h £ 0 is Holder continuous on £2 and p > 1, X are constants.

Let Or, denote the interior of the set where h vanishes in £2 . We assume

h > 0 a.e. on £2\i2o and consider the eigenvalues A,-(£2) and A,(i2o) of the

Dirichlet problem in Q and ßo respectively. We prove that no nontrivial

solution of the equation exists if A satisfies, for some k > 1 ,

4(«o)<A<Ai+1(£2).

On the other hand, if, for some nonnegative integers 5 , k with s > k + \, A

satisfies

As(n)<A<Ak+l(Oo),

then the equation above possesses at least s — k pairs of nontrivial solutions.
For the proof of these results we use a variational approach.  In particu-

lar, the existence result takes advantage of the even character of the associated

functional.

0. INTRODUCTION

Let Q be a bounded, smooth domain in RN, N > 1. We consider the
problem of finding nontrivial solutions to the elliptic boundary value problem

(0.1) Au + ku = hix)\u\p-xu   infí,

(0.2) m = 0   on an,

where A is a nonnegative, not identically zero Holder continuous function de-

fined on fi and p > I, k are constants.
Ouyang [5] studied existence and uniqueness of positive solutions to problem

(0.1)-(0.2) and also of its corresponding analogue on a compact Riemannian
manifold. That paper mainly focused on studying the effect of vanishing of the
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function h , a question originally raised by Kazdan and Warner [4] who consid-
ered the problem on a compact manifold and proved, among other results, that
for strictly positive A there is a unique positive solution for any k > 0. Simi-
larly, a unique positive solution to (0.1)-(0.2) exists for any X > A^fí), where
Ai (fí) denotes the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of the Laplacian in fí. An integra-
tion by parts easily yields that this condition is also necessary for existence of
a nontrivial solution to (0.1)-(0.2).

Let fío denote the interior of the set where A vanishes in fí. We will
assume henceforth that fío is nonempty and that A > 0 a.e. on ñ\fío • Then
the following result holds; see [5] and also [3] for an alternative proof.

Theorem 0.1. There exists a unique positive solution ux to problem (0.1)-(0.2)

if kx (fí) < A < A, (fí0) ■ Moreover,

and no positive solution exists in case that k>k\ (fío).

Ouyang actually proves that the set of all pairs (A, u) with u a positive solu-
tion of (0.1)-(0.2) is constituted exactly by the first bifurcation branch starting
at (Ai (ft), 0) and that this branch continues to exist until A reaches kx (fío)
where it blows up. We should remark that a very different behavior of this

branch takes place in case that A changes sign (see [6]).
Now, it follows from standard bifurcation theory that a branch of nontrivial

solutions of (0.1)-(0.2) starts at each eigenvalue of the Laplacian, provided
that this eigenvalue is e.g. simple. Thus, the natural question arises: Will
branches associated with higher eigenvalues exhibit a similar behavior to that
of the first one? This paper is mainly motivated by this question. Giving a
complete answer may be very hard. However, our first result, Theorem 0.2

below, partially recovers the picture of the first branch: it shows, in particular,
that if the Dirichlet eigenvalues of both fí and fío are simple, then for each
positive integer k there exists a family of pairs (A, ±u\) with u\ a nontrivial
solution of (0.1)-(0.2), defined for A e (A¿(fí), A¿(fí0)), with the property that
\\ukx \\L2 blows up as A approaches Afc(fí0). Moreover, these "branches" do not
intersect each other in the sense that, if A belongs to j intervals of the form

(Afc(fí), A¿(Qo)) then at least j pairs of nontrivial solutions exist.
To state our first result in the general case, we consider the sequences of

Dirichlet eigenvalues for fí and ño,

kx (fí) < A2(fí) < A3(fí) < A4(fí) <

A1(fío)<A2(no)<A3(no)<---

where a given eigenvalue in the above sequences appears as many times as its
multiplicity indicates. If fío is a general open subset of fí, with no regular-

ity assumed on its boundary, its Dirichlet eigenvalues can be naturally defined
considering the closed subspace Hi (fío) of H¿ (fí) given by

Hl'Clo) = {ue H¿iQ.)\u = 0 a.e. on fi\fí0}.

It is well known that i/»'(ño) = #o(^o) if ^o has, for example, a Lipschitz
continuous boundary. We define the sequence of Dirichlet eigenvalues of fío
as those of the problem

u = kTu,    ueHliilo),
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where T is the compact, selfadjoint operator so that v = Tf is the unique
element of Hi (fío) satisfying

/ VvV<¿ = / f<f>   WeHliOo).
JOn JCla'SÏO J&0

Note that the variational characterization of the eigenvalues yields

(0.3) kkiQ)<kkiSlo)   VA>1.

Our first result is the following

Theorem 0.2. Assume that there exist nonnegative integers s, k with s > k + 1

such that A satisfies

(0.4) A,(i2)<A<At+I(ß0).

Then there exist at least is — k) distinct pairs of nontrivial solutions ±ukk+x,

±uk+2, ... , ±u\ to (0.1)-(0.2). Moreover, if q is the multiplicity of kk+liClo) >
then the above families can be selected in such a way that

(i)
lim     \\u'x\\Li = +00,        k+ 1 < / < min{j, k + q},

X—»A*+i(£2o)

and
(ii) llalli.2 remains uniformly bounded on A satisfying (0.4) for all I satis-

fying k + q < I <s, in case that q <s - k.

Observe that among the assumptions of the above result we may also include,
without loss of generality,

AJ+1(fí)>A,(fí)   and   Afc(fí0) < Afc+1(fí0),

in which case the number of families predicted by the theorem becomes maxi-
mal.

Let us notice that if the eigenvalues of fío are simple, this result provides, for
each k > 1, a family of pairs of nontrivial solutions u'x, defined for A¿(fí) <

A < Afc(fío) > which blows up in L2-norm as A approaches Afc(fío).
It is natural to ask what happens if A does not belong to any interval of the

real line covered by the above theorem. It is maybe a little surprising that a full
answer is possible in this situation: no nontrivial solution of (0.1)-(0.2) exists.

Theorem 0.3. Assume that A satisfies, for some k > 1,

A*(fío)<A<A¿+1(fí).

Then (0.1)-(0.2) possesses only the solution u = 0.

The proofs of Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 are based on variational arguments
applied to the functional

(0.5) Jx(u) = \ f \Vu\2 -ku2 + -Lj f h\u
1 Ja P+ í Ja

defined on the Banach space

(0.6) X = (u e Hr)i£l)\ f h\u\p+x <+oo|
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endowed with norm
i1 /9

(0.7) \\u\\x= (^|V«|2)     + (jah\u\P+1)P+l ■

It is standard to check that Jx is of class Cx on X and that its critical points
correspond exactly to the solutions of (0.1)-(0.2). We should remark that the
positive solutions correspond precisely to global minimizers of this functional
as established in [3]. If A > Ai(flo) the functional becomes unbounded below.
We will take advantage of the even character of the functional /;. in order to es-
tablish existence of multiple critical points under the assumptions of Theorem
0.2. Properties (i) and (ii) will follow from appropriate min-max characteri-
zations of the associated critical values. Actually, these characterizations give
that Jx(u'x) —► -oo as A approaches Afc+i(fío), in case (i) and remains locally
uniformly bounded for A in the range given by (ii).

On the other hand, the result of Theorem 0.3 actually holds true for a much
larger class of nonlinearities. In particular, no symmetry is required. See Re-
mark 1.1 below.

The rest of this paper will be devoted to the proof of the above results. Its
outline is as follows. In §1 we prove the nonexistence result of Theorem 0.3.

In §2 we show that Jx satisfies the Palais-Smale condition for any value of A,
a necessary step for the proof of Theorem 0.2, which we carry out in §3.

In what remains of this paper X will always denote the space given by (0.6)

with its associated norm. In the space H¿{Sl) we consider the usual inner
product

i<p,fa= [ Vy/Vfa,        y,,4>eH¿(Q),
Ja

and denote by \\-\\H¡ its associated norm. Correspondingly, we denote by ||«||¿:

the usual norm in L2(fí).
We also choose orthogonal bases of H¿ (fí) and Hl (fío) respectively denoted

by {w}Si an^ {^'}£i suchthat y/¡ is an eigenfunction associated to A,(fí)
and fa an eigenfunction for A,(fío), normalized so that ||^/|j¿2 = \\y/i\\o = 1 •

1. Proof of Theorem 0.3

In this section we shall prove that if for some k > 1 one has

(l.i) A*(n0)<A<A*+1(n),

then no nontrivial solution of (0.1)-(0.2) exists. We begin with a preliminary

result.

Lemma 1.1. For any e > 0 there exist functions:

(a) \p{, ip¡,..., fak € H¿(0) such that \\y/¡ - fa\\Hi < e for i= 1,..., k
and

(1.2) . spani>r,..., fa} n span{y/f,... fak}x = {0}, and

(b) fa,fa2,...,fake Hl(Qo) such that \\fa - fa\\H¿ < e for i = I,..., k
and

(1.3) span{f# ,...,fa}n span{^i,..., ip^ = {0}.

Here, 1 denotes the orthogonal in /f0' (fl).
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Proof. First we prove (a). We need to choose functions n\, ..., nk with

||n£\\Hi < e such that if we set fa = y/¡ + n£, then the matrix

A£ = {ifa,fa)hj
is invertible. Observe that we can find numbers X¡j with £i ¡X], arbitrarily

small, so that the matrix with coefficients (^,, fa) +k¡j is invertible. Let us set

n£ = Y1]=x &tj$j • For appropriately chosen A,;, the n£ defined in this way will

clearly satisfy the desired properties.
For the proof of part (b), we need to find functions n£, ... , nk e Hi (fío)

with \\n£\\Hi < e such that the matrix with coefficients iy/¡, fa- + n£) is invert-

ible. Note first that the matrix with coefficients /n y/, \¡i¡ is invertible. Indeed,

this is a consequence of the fact that the functions \px,..., yfk are linearly
independent on fí0, as follows from the unique continuation property for a

linear combination of them. Now choose functions fa-,... , y/k e Co°(fío)
such that the matrix with coefficients /^ y/¡fa is still invertible. Finally, as in

part (a), n£ defined as some linear combination of the fa's with sufficiently
small coefficients will satisfy the desired requirement.   G

Proof of Theorem 0.3. First we consider the case

Ayt(fí0)<A<A/t+1(fí).

For a small number e to be chosen, we consider functions fa, ..., \pk as in
Lemma 1.1, part (a). Let us set V = span{<£i,... , <¡>k} and

Y = {yeX\iy,fa) = 0,i=l,...,k}.

For v = X)íLi Ufa an<i y € F we see that

k    ,2 k

Jxiv +y) = Jxiy) + ¿ f (A/(Qo) - A) +f> / (V&Vy - kfay).

Let it = v + y be a critical point of Jx . We will show that ü = 0. To do this,
we see that, for each fixed y e Y, the functional v ^ Jxiv +y) has a unique

critical point v = tu(y) = £Í=i Uiy)<j>i where

(14) t(v)-    SnVWy-^y /-i fc
(1.4) uiy)-     Xt(ao)-x    ' ' ••"'

Thus, we must have v = w(y). Moreover, y must be a critical point of the
functional

(1.5) y^Jxiwiy)+y) = Jxiy) + \J:{-^t^^l
A-A,-(fío)

We will check that the above functional is strictly convex if e is chosen suffi-
ciently small. To do this, it clearly suffices to show that the quadratic functional

|2
(1-6) Ixiv)= /|Vy|2-A/|yp

Ja Ja
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is strictly convex on Y, which is equivalent to verifying that Ix(y) > 0 for

yjiO. Let y = £ii(y,f/>V/, x = y-y. Then hiy) = h(y) + hix), and
since A < kk+ ¡ (fí), we have

<'-7>     *w£ (' - d®) "3*i+ (' - iw)■*«■
But

k k

(1.8)        II7I&, = £ l(y, w)\2 = ¿ l(y, r< - vf>l2 < ke2\\y\\2H,
i=\ i=\

and hence

(1.9) M]t<=mlit-wñt>>(i-k¿m2H¡-
"o o "o o

Combining (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) we obtain, for e sufficiently small,

h(y)>o  ify*0.

It follows that the functional (1.5) has y = 0 as its unique critical point, so
that x = 0 and hence u = 0, as desired.

Next let us assume that A = A* (ño) and let q be the multiplicity of A*, (fío) •
In this case, for each y e Y, the functional v ►-» Jx(y + v) has a critial point if
and only if

/ VfaVy-k f 0/V = O,        A</<A-c7+l.
Ja Ja

And in such case the critical points are given by the ^-parameter family

k-q k

v*(y) = Yl '«'ÜM' +   S   s¡4>i »       s = (Sk-q+i, ■ - ■, sk) e |t« ,

where r;(y) is as in (1.4). Then if ü = v + y is a critical point of /;, then
v — v¡(y) for some Î € W, and y must be a critical point of the functional
y —> Jxiy + vsiy)) ■ But> similarly as in the previous case, an appropriate choice

of e yields that y = 0 is the only critical point of this functional. Thus,

ü = Y^k¡=k-q+\ Si<t>i is a critical point of Jx and hence satisfies

(1.10) A« + Ajt(Ûo)Û = 0   infí.

The unique continuation property of the solutions of (1.10) yields that ü = 0,
as desired.

It only remains to consider the case A = Afc+1(fi). Let fa , ... , fa be as in
Lemma 1.1, part (b) and consider the decomposition X = V ® Y where now

F = span{<^, ..., fa}, and

Y = {yeX\iy,y/i) = 0,i=l,...,k}.
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For v = ]T)f=, tifa and y e Y we now have that

k      2

(1.11) Ji{v+y) = Jxiy) + Yl±(Xi(a0)-X)
¿-1 L

k

+ 'JZuUvftvy-Wy)
.    k      k

(1-12) +i£Ew(«)2
/=! ;=1

where

o,7(£) = / Vifa + n£)Vn£ - Xifa + t]£)ri£
Jafa

with r\\ - fa - fa . From the choice of the functions fa in Lemma 1.1, part
(b) we certainly have that lim£_oo¡jie) = 0 for all 1 < i, j < k. Recalling
that, for I < i < k, A, (fío) - A < 0 we see that for e > 0 sufficiently small,
as in the previous cases, ü = v + y will be a critical point of J¡ if and only if

v = wiy) = Et, Uiy)fa with tiy) = (ii(y),..., tkiy)) given by

if» = -iD + Oie))' 'A(y)

where D = diag(A,(fío) - A), 0(e) = (o,7(e));7 and A(y) = (A,(y), ..., A^(y))
is the vector with components

¿>,(y)= f VfaVy-kfay.

Moreover, y is a critical point of the functional

(1.13) y„JÁW(y)+y) = JÁy)-}-D(yy(D + Oie))-Xbiy).

But this functional is convex since /Q |Vy|2 - A/n |y|2 > 0 and D + Oie) is
negative definite for e small enough. Thus, its critical points are all minima
and then for y, a minimum of (1.13), we have

f \Vy\2-kf\y\2 = 0.
Ja Ja

Hence y = £L, t¡y/k+i for some t = (r,,..., tq) e W , where q is the multi-
plicity of kk+xi¿l). Also, at the minimum y we have

-^/A|yr=0;P+ 1 Ja

hence y has its support contained in fío. The unique continuation property

of the eigenfunctions {y/¡} thus yields y = 0, and therefore ü = 0 as desired.
This concludes the proof.   D

Remark 1.1. The preceding arguments actually apply to the more general prob-

lem

(1.14) Am + A« = A(jc)/(w)   infl,

(1.15) « = o on an,
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where we assume that / is locally Holder continuous, nondecreasing and such
that ufiu) > 0 for u ^ 0. In fact, exactly the same proof yields that if

Afc(fí0)<A<A¿+1(fí),

then ( 1.14)—(1.15) possesses only the solution u = 0.

2. The Palais-Smale condition

The proof of Theorem 0.2 involves variational arguments applied to the func-
tional Jx defined on the space X given by (0.6) as

Jxiu) = 1  / |V«|2 - kU2 + -±-r [ h\u\P+X.
2 Ja P+l Ja

In this section we will show that the Palais-Smale condition holds for Jx for
any value of A.

Lemma 2.1. Jx satisfies the Palais-Smale condition for any A ; that is, any se-
quence {«„} c X such that Jxiun) is bounded and J{iu„) -* 0 in X* possesses
a convergent subsequence in X.

Proof. As a first step we show that the sequence {u„} as in the statement of
the lemma is bounded in X. Assume Jx(«*) —> C e E or

(2.1) i / \Vun\2-ku2n + -1- / h\u„rx = C + oil).
1 Ja P + t Ja

We also have

(2.2) / VM„V<¿ -k f u„cf>+ f h\un\p-xun<p = oil)\\4>\\x
Ja Ja Ja

for all 4> e X where o(l) —► 0 uniformly on 4> •
Let us assume, by contradiction, \\u„\\x —► +oo. Then, from (2.1) we see

that, for some c> 0,

(2.3) ||"«IU <c||m„||¿2

for large n.
Let us set ûn = un/\\un\\L2 ■ Then, from (2.3), û„ is bounded in X and

hence, we may assume û„ -» û, weakly in H¿iCl) and strongly in L2(ñ) to
some û e X such that ||«||¿2 = 1.

Choosing 4> = un in (2.2), combining with (2.1) and using (2.3) we obtain

(2-4) (¿-¿^)Jah\unrx = oii)\\unh>.

It follows from (2.4) and Fatou's Lemma that

(2.5) / h\ur' = 0
Ja

and hence û = 0 a.e. on fí\Q0, that is, û e //.'(flo) • Fix <j> e Cfi°iQ.), and
observe that

(2.6) \jjl\Unf-XUn4>  <c||0|U=c^A|Mnr')
P/(P+l)
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It follows from (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6) that

/ VwV<£ - A / û(f> = 0.
Ja Ja

Hence û is regular and satisfies

(2.7) Am + Aii = 0   in fí.

But M = 0 on fí\fío ; thus the unique continuation property of the solutions of
(2.7) implies « = 0 on fi. This is a contradiction since ||w||¿2 = 1 ; then {«„}
is bounded in i/0'(fí) - Thus we can assume that the sequence {u„} is weakly

convergent in H¿ (fí), strongly in L2(fí), and also a.e., to some u e H¿ (fí). In
order to show that the sequence converges in X it suffices to show that \\u„\\x

converges to \\u\\x.
From (2.2) with 4> = u„ we obtain

(2.8) lim  / |Vm„|2 + A|w„|'+1 = A f u2.
n^°° Ja Ja

Next, writing Jk = I + K where

nu) = U \vu\2 + -^j ¡ h\urx
1 Ja P + wn

and using the convexity of / we see that for every v e X

(/'(«„) - I'iv))iu„ -v) = (-K'iUn) + oil) - I'iv))iun - V) > 0.

Choosing v appropriately and letting n -* oo we conclude that

(2.9) / |Vw|2 + / h\u\p+x = A / u2.
Ja Ja Ja

On the other hand, we have

/ |V«|2<liminf / \Vun
Ja n^°° Ja

|2

and

f h\u\p+x < liminf / A|«„|
Ja n-*°° Ja

From these inequalities and (2.8), (2.9), we finally obtain that \\u„\\x converges

to \\u\\x, as desired.   D

3. Proof of Theorem 0.2

In this section we will prove that the functional Jx defined in (0.5) possesses
at least s - k pairs of critical points when we are under the assumption

(3.1) Aí(fí)<A<Afc+1(fi0)

with s>k+l.
For this purpose we will use a variant of a result of Clark [2]; see also Ra-

binowitz [7]. Actually the result we need is a version of a theorem of Benci,
Theorem 0.1 in [1]. For the reader's convenience we recall the notion of the
genus, enumerate its main properties and sketch the proof of the critical point
theorem.
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We consider the Banach space X. We denote by % the class of closed subsets
A of AT\{0} tQat are symmetric in the sense that x e A implies —x e A. If
Ae%, then the genus of A is k if there is a continuous odd function

<p:A-+Rk\{0}

and k is the smallest integer with this property. If such a k does not exist,
we say that the genus of A is oo. We write y (a) for the genus of A. In what
follows we denote by Ng(A) the uniform ¿-neighborhood of the subset A of

X,i.e. Nô = {xeX\\\x-A\\<ô}.

Proposition 3.1. If A, B e%7, then:
(1) Normalization: If x ^ 0, then yi{x} U {-x}) = 1.
(2) Monotonicity: If <p: A -* B is a continuous odd function, then yiA) <

y(B). In particular if A c B, then yiA) < y(B).
(3) Subadditivity: yiA UB)< yiA) + y(5).
(4) Continuity: If A is compact, yiA) < oo and there exists Ô > 0 so that

Ns(A)€ÏÏ and yiA) = yiN¿iA)).
(5) Dimension: If A e £? ,y is a bounded neighborhood of 0 in Rk , and

there exists an odd homeomorphism between A and d'V, then yiA) = k.

For a proof of these properties we refer the reader to [7, Chapter 7]. Using
these properties the following lemma can be proved (see Lemma 2.6 in [1]).

Lemma 3.1. IfAe% is compact and Y is a subspace of X of finite codimen-
sion, then yiA n Y) > yiA) - codim(y).

Proof. Let F be a vector subspace of X so that X = V © Y and consider
P : X -* V the projection onto V. Since A is compact, the continuity property

implies that there exists Ô > 0 so that yiA n Y) = y(Ns(A n Y)). Put N =

NsiAHY).
Denote by 5 the codimension of Y and assume that

yiAC\Y)<yiA)-s.

If we put Ax = A n N and A2 = A\N, then 0 i PiA2) and then, by the
monotonicity and dimension properties of the genus,

7(A2) < y(P(A2j) < s.

On the other hand, using monotonicity and subadditivity we obtain

y(A) < y(Ai) + yiA2) < y(N) + y'KA2) < yiA) -s + s,

a contradiction from which the result follows.   D

Next we formulate the critical point theorem to be used in our specific situ-
ation.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space. Let I: X -* R be a Cx functional

satisfying the Palais-Smale condition. Assume further that
(1) / is even and 7(0) = 0.
(2) There is a closed subspace Y of X so that I is bounded below on Y.
(3) There is a closed subset S e % and a constant b > 0 so that I(w) < -b,

Vu; eS, and
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(4) If S"h = h{S) n Y, then y(5"h) > m for all functions A in the class of
functions

r = {A: S -* A"\{0}|A is continuous and odd}.

Then the functional I possesses at least m pairs of critical points and their
critical values have a minimax characterization isee (3.2)).

Proof. Since the proof is rather standard, we will be sketchy. First we define a
class of sets. Given I < I < m we consider the classes sf¡ defined as follows:

A e s/¡ if and only if A = h(S)\K such that A 6 T, yiK) < m -1 and K e %
is compact. By the monotonicity property of genus we have that s7m c ¿tfm-i C
• • • C J^i .

For I < I < m we define the numbers

(3.2) c¡ = inf sup/(w).

Since the classes s¡7¡ are ordered, we have Cx < c2 < ■ ■ ■ < cm. First we see

that Cx > -oo. From the intersection assumption (4) and the subadditivity

property we have that, for 1 < / < m, A e M implies A = hiS)\K and

yiA n Y) = y(^A\AT) > /. This and assumption (2) yield Cx > -oo. It is also
clear that cm < 0, since we can take S es>7m. In order to show that the numbers
Ci are critical values we proceed from here in the standard way. Only note that
the Deformation Lemma will provide an odd homeomorphism n: E —> E and
if A € I", then no h also belongs to T. See [7].   D

In what follows we will prove that in our situation we can use Theorem 3.1.

For a small number e > 0, to be fixed later, we choose fa,..., fa as in
Lemma 1.1, part (a) and set

V\ =span{y/f,... , fa}   and   V2 = span{y/k+x,..., y/s}.

Also we define

Y = íy e X\ Í VyV<f>i = 0, i = I, ... , k\ .

Then, by construction, we have that Vx n Y = {0} , and hence X = V\ © Y. For
small e > 0 we also have Vxr\V2 = {0} .

Lemma 3.2. The functional Jx defined in (0.5) satisfies
(1) Jx is bounded below in Y, and
(2) There exist numbers b, p > 0 such that

Jxiw)<-b   Vu; e Vx ®V2 with \\w\\x = p.

Proof. In order to prove (1) it suffices to verify that

Jx(u) -> +00   if \\u\\Hx -> +oo ,ueY.

Assume the contrary, that is, the existence of c > 0 and a sequence {u„} c Y

with ||w„||//i —* +00 so that Jx(un) < c, namely
0

(3.3) \ ( \Vun\2 - Xu\ + -ly / h\un\p+x < c.
¿Ja P+ l Ja

We observe that ||m„||¿2 -» +oo and if we let ûn = b«/||«/i||i,i , then

0.4)   i/n(iv^-A)+Kir (jTT/n*^')srai:-
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Hence ûn is bounded in H¿i£i) and we may assume that û„ —► û weakly

in ÄfJ(Q) and strongly in L2(fí). From (3.4), using Fatou's Lemma we ob-

tain Jah\û\p+X = 0; hence « e //»'(fío). But û also belongs to Y, the H¿-

orthogonal of span{^i,... , fa} , hence to the Hi -orthogonal of this space. On
the other hand (3.4) also yields

/ |V«|2<
Ja
/ |Vû|2 < A

which, by the variational characterization of the eigenvalues, implies A >
Afc+1(fío). This contradicts our hypothesis (3.1) and (1) is therefore proved.

Next we prove (2). Let

i=i

where //• = fa - y/¡ if i = I,..., k and n£ = 0 if i - k + I, ... , s. We
compute

!**„„*    «.     1      /-LW+1

,=>

(3.5)      /A(U;) = I¿í2(A,(fí)-A) + ^lT^A|

(3-6) +ieewyi/v(« + «|f)Viö-Ä(« + 9f)iö}'.
2tí^t       Un J

Hence, letting |iu|2 = £j^, tf we 0Dtain

(3.7) Jxiw) < -Cx\w\2 + c2e\w\2 + C3|tt;|p+1

for certain positive constants Cx, c2 and c$, independent of e. From (3.7),
the result of (2) readily follows after choosing e sufficiently small.   □

In the rest of this section we will denote

Sp = {weVx®V2\\\w\\x = p}
■

where p is chosen as in Lemma 3.2. First we define the class of functions

r = {A: Sp -» X\{0}|A is continuous and odd}.

We note that if n: X -* X is an odd homeomorphism, then n o h e T for all

AeT.
The next lemma gives an intersection result that implies hypothesis (4) in

Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 33. For heT we let S?h = h(Sp) n Y. Then yi^h) >s-k.

Proof. Since Sp c V\ © V2 is finite dimensional, A = A (5^) is compact. By
the dimension property of the genus, yiA) = s. Then Lemma 3.1 gives the
result.   D

Proof of Theorem 0.2. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply that Theorem 3.1 is applicable
to the functional Jx when A satisfies (0.4). Thus there exist pairs of solutions

±u\+l, I = I, ..., s - k, such that

Jx(ukx+l) = ciik) = inf sup Jxiu),       l=l,...,s-k,
ASS?, ueA
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where the class of sets sf¡ was defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let q be

the multiplicity of Ajt(Ûo) and denote q = min{q, s - k} . It is easily checked
that the validity of assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 0.2 will follow if we prove
the following two facts:

Claim 1. c-gik) -* -oo as A -+ A¿+i(fío).
Claim 2. If / satisfies q < I < s - k, then there is a real number c such

that q(A) > c for all A satisfying (0.4).
For the proof of Claim 1, we need some estimates for Jx which we carry out

next. In the rest of the proof we will assume q = q < s - k, the other case
being similar.

Note that the functions fa+l, ... , (¡>k+q are not solutions of the equation

(3.8) -Au = kk+xin0)u   infí,

(3.9) w = 0on<9fí;

hence the functionals fi e i/-1 (fí), i = I, ..., q, defined as

(3.10) fiifa = / Vfa+iV<p-kk+xiCl0)fa+l<p   V<p e H¿iCí)
Ja

are linearly independent. This implies the existence of functions V\, ... ,vq e

//¿(fí) so that the matrix A = {<2,7} defined as

(3.11) au = fiivj),        l<i,j<q,

is invertible. Moreover, we may assume without loss of generality that the
functions Vj satisfy

(3.12) [vfaVVj = 0,        l<j<q
Ja

'iJSÍ

and 1 < / < A:, k + q+l<l <s.
Let us consider Wx e span{</>!, ... , fa} and w2 e span{<fo.+1?+1,..., fa}.

For 6, t eW with components 6¡ and t¡■■, 1 < i < q, define v = Yl9¡=i Q'vi

and u = Yñmi U<t>i+k ■ We want to estimate Jx(w\ + v + u + w2). Using the

definition of Jx we find that

(3.13) Jr = Jxiwx+v + u + w2) = fx+J2,
-

where

f
(3.14) fx = Jxiwx) + Jxiwi) + Jxiv) -k    iwx+w2)v,.

Ja

and

(3.15) f2 = Afc+l(Qo)    X\t\2 + ¿¿ditj f VViVfa+k -kvifa+k.
2 tí ft       Ja

Using the matrix A defined in (3.11) we rewrite this last term as

(3.16) A = A*+l("o)~V + (A,+1(fí0) - *)¿¿ftíj / Vifa+k + id, AU)
1 ~T~T       Jai=i j=\
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where | • | and (•, •) denote the usual norm and inner product in Rg , and AT

represents the transpose of A. Then, assuming that 6 is bounded, from (3.16)
we obtain

(3.17) A<h+d^0)~Xi\t\2 + ax\t\) + ie,A*t).

Here and henceforth we use the notation ax, a2, etc., to designate different
positive absolute constants. On the other hand, assuming that 8 is bounded,
from (3.14) we have that

(3.18) fx < Xkia£~X\\v>tfv + a\ MÍ' + «2lN + w2\\L2 + a3.

Next we will find an appropriate function A in T and a set K with y(A") >
is — k) — q in order to estimate the critical value c9(A) when A is close to
A^+1(ño). Let us fix a number a > 1. We define the function ha : Vx © V2 —► X
in the following manner. For a¡ € R, 1 < i < s, we put

k k+q s

vx=^cxiy/f,    v=Y^ai1/i'    v2=    Yl   °W
i=l i'=<:+l i=k+q+l

and define

(3.19) haivx +v + v2) = ax/2wx +v + au + w2

where

k k+q k+q s

wx =Y^a'<t>i> v = Yl ß'vi-k, u= Y a'^'' Wi= Yl a,<^"
(=1 i=k+\ i=k+\ i=k+q+l

and the coefficients /?, are given by

9

(3.20) /?, = -£>,<*,,

Next define, for a small i/ > 0 and A,, as in (3.19), the compact set

(3.21) K„ = {ha(üx +v + v2)\\\vx +v + v2\\x = p, \\v2\\x > v}.

It is easy to see that y(Kp) — yiK-x) and then y(Kv) = s-(k + q) = is-k)-q .
On the other hand, for z e haiSp)\Kv, equations (3.17), (3.18) and (3.20)
imply that

Jxiz) < (A¿+i(fío) -k)axo2 - oa2\\v\\2x

(3.22) + (XkiOo) - k)a\\vx ||, + <t1/2û3 + aA.

If \\v\\x > P/4, from (3.22) we find that

(3.23) Jxiz) < ikk+i(fí0) - A)a,<72 - apa2 + a3ox¡2 + a4

and if \\v\\x < p/4, A > À > Afc(fí0) and f < p/4, we have from (3.22) that

(3.24) Jxiz) < ikk+x(fío) - A)a,ff2 - a2ap2 + a3ax'2 + a4.

Now, combining (3.23) and (3.24) we observe that an appropriate choice of a
will yield

JM Z "1-TcTT^ + b2   Vz e h°(Sp)\K>>
¿k+lKUo) —A
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for A close to A¿+i(fío), where the positive constants bx and b2 may depend
on p put not on A. The definition of c?(A) as a minimax implies that

(3.25) cqik) < sup{/,(z)|z 6 haiSp)\Kv}

from which the validity of Claim 1 follows at once.
Next we prove Claim 2. If we define

Yq = iy e X\ f VyVfa = 0,l<i<k + q

then the same argument given for the proof of Lemma 3.3 will imply that

(3.26) Vi^'^^s-ik + q)   VA e T

where S*h'q = hiSp) n Yq . Consequently, for / > q + 1 we will have that

yihiSp)\Kr\Yq)>l-q>l.

Thus, for every A e sf\ there is y € A such that y e Yq. Following the
estimates that led us to Lemma 3.2, part (1) we will find that Jx is bounded
below by a constant independent of A, for A satisfying (0.4). Thus C/(A) > c
for all q + 1 < / < s if A < Afc+1(ño), as desired. Thus Claim 2 is established,
and the theorem follows.   D

Remark 3.1. It should be noticed that the above proof does not require ho-
mogeneity of the nonlinearity, and will therefore apply to the more general
problem (1.14)—(1.15) as long as / is odd, increasing and satisfies appropriate
polynomial growth restrictions near 0 and oo.
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